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Welcome to Altura Learning's monthly Newsletter available to all Altura Learning Members
and Subscribers. 

This month brings you a new course in our Residential Care Library on Outbreak
Management, and don't miss our articles on Internet Explorer 11 (IE11) Support and
Modifying Altura Learning Content within Bridge.

 

NEW COURSE RELEASED THIS MONTH

Outbreak Management
Available from the 16th February

Infectious diseases can spread easily in the
residential care setting and quickly turn into an
outbreak, leading to increased resident
hospitalisation and mortality. This course
identifies practical strategies to manage an
outbreak of infectious disease, such as
COVID-19, influenza or gastroenteritis.
Read more here  

 

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT NEWS
"Internet Explorer 11 (IE11) Support"

Stephanie Allsop, Learning Designer



Microsoft stopped supporting Internet Explorer 11 (IE11) in Microsoft 365 apps as of
August 17, 2021 and will stop supporting IE11 on Windows 10 on June 15, 2022.
Following Microsoft's lead, Articulate 360 is ending support for IE11 in 2022. Articulate 360
is a tool used by Altura Learning to create and publish some of our courses.

Read more to find out what is changing and who this affects.

 

BRIDGE LMS TIP OF THE MONTH
"Modifying Altura Learning Content within Bridge"

Tim Lambert, Technical Customer Success Manager

In this article, we’ll explore how to modify Altura Learning Content in Bridge. By the end,
you’ll see how easy it is to tailor content to suit your audience. The process is both fast
and easy, and the large reward for a minor effort will justify the task. Read more

 

LOOKING FOR A SPECIFIC COURSE?

View our course libraries to see if we have what you're after,
if not email us your requests anytime to

learningdevelopment.global@alturalearning.com

NEED SUPPORT?

If you're already an Altura
Learning Member you can access
our online support request form

and find responses to your FAQs
on our online

customer support hub

WANT TO BECOME A
MEMBER?

Talk to our team and GET
STARTED today

or book a FREE DEMO online.
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